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Abstract: Deep learning (DL) models have performed tremendously well in image classification. This good performance
can be attributed to the availability of massive data in most domains. However, some domains are known to have few
datasets, especially the health sector. This makes it difficult to develop domain-specific high-performing DL algorithms
for these fields. The field of health is critical and requires accurate detection of diseases. In the United States
Gastrointestinal diseases are prevalent and affect 60 to 70 million people. Ulcerative colitis, polyps, and esophagitis
are some gastrointestinal diseases. Colorectal polyps is the third most diagnosed malignancy in the world. This work,
therefore proposes a variant Capsule Network (CapsNet) termed Denoising patch-and-amplify Gabor Capsule Network for
detecting gastrointestinal tract diseases. The proposed model leverages the advantages of patching, feature amplification,
and Gabor filters to enable the learning of meaningful information (from small datasets) needed to achieve intelligence in
domain-specific models. During the experimental procedure, the proposed model achieved 95.10%, 85.50%, and 96.80%
recognition accuracies on Fashion-MNIST, Cifar10, and Kvasir-v2 datasets. The proposed model performs comparably
well with CapsNet models in the domain of gastrointestinal recognition.
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1. Introduction
In the USA, 60 to 70 million people are diagnosed with gastrointestinal diseases every year 1. The endoscopic
examination is performed by a trained gastroenterologist. This approach requires a careful analysis. The
susceptible nature of gastrointestinal diseases, and the need to achieve complete certainty on the diagnoses of
such diseases, has led to the requirement and utilization of intelligent decision-making algorithms. Artificial
Intelligence algorithms have excelled in this decision-making terrain. For instance, deep learning algorithms
∗Correspondence: henrietta.opokuaa@stu.edu.gh
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1NIH (2020). Digestive Diseases Statistics for the United States [online]. Website https://www.niddk.nih.gov/
health-information/health-statistics/digestive-diseases [accessed 30 October 2023]
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such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been applied in health image recognition, detection, and
classification tasks. However, to achieve close to human recognition accuracy CNNs require large training data
[1, 2]. A large dataset is an issue in the domain of health [3, 4]. This limitation, therefore, requires the
application of diverse data augmentation techniques to the existing small health datasets to increase the size
of the dataset. However, data augmentation approaches are time-consuming and laborious, and annotation
requires experts.

To address these drawbacks of CNNs, Capsule Network [5] was proposed. Capsule Networks are embedded
with data variation abilities. In that, CapsNet learns to infer pose parameters from images. This, therefore,
makes the data augmentation procedure an optional task. Furthermore, CapsNet does not require large datasets
and is convenient for the existing small health datasets. Though CapsNet addresses the drawbacks of CNNs,
they also have some limitations attached to them. The CapsNet algorithm performs poorly on complex images,
thus, images with varied backgrounds. This can be attributed to their weak encoder network [6] that extracts
every feature present in an image and has a weak selection of relevant features.

This work, therefore, proposes a modified Capsule Network algorithm with a robust encoder network to
enable them to generalize well on complex health images and assist in diagnosing gastrointestinal diseases. A
technique for feature enhancement termed Denoising Patch-and-Amplify is proposed. This technique involves
the amplification of features, removal of noise, and the splitting of images into two halves. The algorithm
aims to make relevant features dominant, remove noise, and make the proposed model to be more focused on
the amplified features. Gabor filters are embedded into the network to assist the model in selecting specific
frequency content in the images. To encourage deployment and contribute to the domain of explainable Capsule
Networks (XCaps), the outputs of the model are explored via diverse visualizations.

The paper is sectioned as follows; Section 2 presents related works in the domain of Gastrointestinal
detection via Convolutional Neural Networks and Capsule Networks. Section 3 presents the proposed feature
enhancement technique, the proposed model, and details about the experimental procedure. Section 4 delves
into the results and analysis. The article is concluded in section 5.

2. Related work
The popular deep learning methods for detecting anomalies in the digestive tract are CNNs. For instance,
Sharif et al.[7] proposed a CNNs model based on a hybrid contrast stretching and feature fusion technique
to detect gastrointestinal diseases. The Hybrid contrast stretching methods enhances the global and local
contrast of the gastrointestinal images. The diseased parts are then segmented and the geometric features are
computed. Redundancy in features is handled by the fusion of the geometric features via Euclidean Fisher
Vector (EFV). The proposed CNNs model when applied to a private database achieved a classification accuracy
of 99.42%. Jia and Meng [8] proposed a smaller-scale CNN model trained with handcrafted features extracted
from Gastrointestinal images. The CNNs model achieved a recall value of 91%, a precision value of 94.79%,
and an F1 score of 92.85%. Saban and Umut [9] proposed a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) based CNNs
model for classifying gastrointestinal tract infections. Several model architectures (CNNs + Artificial Neural
Network and CNNs + support vector machine) were explored with 7500 data samples. However, the architecture
combination of LSTM and CNNs attained the highest recognition accuracy of 97.90%. Currently, there is limited
work on Capsule Network models in the domain of Gastrointestinal disease detection. Afriyie et al.[10] proposed
a denoising Capsule Network to recognize gastrointestinal diseases. The fast denoising for multicolored method
from OpenCV was implemented and infused in the CapsNet. The proposed CapsNet model was trained on
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five classes of the Kvasir-V2 dataset achieving an overall recognition accuracy of 94.16%. Sarsengeldin et al.[11]
proposed a hybrid network comprising a VGG and a Capsule network. The feature extractor of the VGG network
was connected to the primary capsule layer. This proposed VGG+CapsNet model was trained on five classes of
the Kvasir dataset achieving 87% recognition accuracy. Ayidzoe et al.[12] proposed a Gabor Capsule Network
model with a feature enhancement technique termed custom preprocessing blocks. This feature enhancement
technique was implemented as a layer and infused in the encoder network of CapsNets. The proposed model
achieved a recognition accuracy of 91.50% on the Kvasir dataset. The above works are state-of-the-art works in
the domain of Gastrointestinal disease detection using Capsule Networks.

3. Materials and methods
This section presents the proposed feature enhancement technique, proposed model, dataset description and
preprocessing, and the experimental settings adopted in the training and testing of the proposed model.

3.1. Proposed feature enhancement techniques

The proposed feature enhancement technique is termed denoising patch-and-amplify (See Algorithm 1). The
algorithm is made up of three key tasks that are applied to both the training and test datasets. The first part
involves amplifying the features. The second part involves noise removal. The third part involves slicing the
images into two halves. The algorithm aims to efficiently remove noise from and amplify the extracted features
which is achieved by applying a fast-denoising technique on the image and creating a shadow of the version
of the image or feature map. This reduces the influence of irrelevant features and intensifies the strength of
the relevant features in the network. Figure 1 presents the results of the denoising patch-and-amplify task and
shows a reduction of irrelevant features and, the expansion and intensification of relevant features evident in the
pixel plots. The patching aims to enhance the focus of the model towards features with detailed information and
improve the prediction output of the model. The denoising patch-and-amplify algorithm is implemented as a
layer and infused in the Capsule Network architecture. In Algorithm 1, Ll

m,n refers to the training dataset,Zl
m,n

refers to the test dataset, p is a variable used to hold the dimension of images in the training dataset, b refers
to the slicing weight, Xi

m,n refers to amplified feature maps, J i
m,n refers to a sliced part of the feature map

and Qi
m,n refers to another sliced part of the feature map. These parameters do not add to the total number

of parameters.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm 1. Denoising patch-and-amplify algorithm.
1. Ll

m,n = {l0m,n, l
1
m,n, ..., l

1−i
m,n}◁ Train images

2. Zl
m,n = {z0m,n, z

1
m,n, ..., z

1−i
m,n}◁ Test images

3. p = Ll
m,n.shape[1]◁ Getting the shape of images in Ll

m,n

4. b =
p

2
◁ Slicing weight

To preprocess features, ∀Ll
m,n, Z

l
m,n

5. for i in Ll
m,n, Z

l
m,n

6. Xi
m,n =⇒ Li

m,n − αLi
m,n◁ where α = [2, 4] , amplify

7. Xi
m,n =⇒ fastNIMeansDenoisingColored(Xi

m,n)◁ Denoising
8. Ji

m,n =⇒ Xi
m,n[:, : b, : b, :]◁ Patching

9. Qi
m,n =⇒ Xi

m,n[:, b :, b :, :]◁ Patching
10. return Ji

m,n, Q
i
m,n
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Figure 1. Visualization of the pixel intensity of the original image and a modified image (using the patch-and-amplify
algorithm).

3.2. Proposed model

The proposed model is presented in Figure 2. It comprises a dual-lane capsule network. The first half of the
input image passes through the first lane of the encoder network. The second half of the image passes through
the second half of the network. Each lane consists of one denoising patch-and-amplify layer, two denoising
amplify layers, one convolutional layer, and two Gabor convolutional layers. The first, and second convolutional
layer comprises 64 kernels of size 3x3. The first, second, third, and fourth Gabor layers comprise 64, 128, and
256 kernels of size 3x3, respectively. The primary capsule has 16 component capsules each with dimension eight.
The class capsule is made up of five capsules consistent with the number of classes in the dataset. The decoder
network involves three fully connected layers of 512, 256, and 3072 neurons.

3.3. Feature enhancement, extraction, and processing

Every neural network model comprises an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. The input layer
provides a path for the images to be submitted to the hidden layer. The hidden layer is responsible for
feature extraction, preprocessing, and classification. The output layer presents the prediction of the neural
network. The encoder network comprises of all three layers. Firstly, an image is passed through the input
layer to the denoising patch-and-amplify layer where the batch of images are enhanced via amplification. This
amplification technique is done by applying a multiplicative effect on the images. For this work, the weight of
2 was used to amplify the features. The next step involves the removal of noise from the amplified features via
the FastNIMeansDenoisingColored (eqn 1). FastNIMeansDenoisingColored is a denoising technique in OpenCV
that is used to remove noise in colored images. It was adopted in this work because the images used for the
experiments are colored images.

NLu(p) =
1

C(m)

∫
Ω

e− (Gb ∗ |p(m+ .)− p(n+ .)|2(0)
i2

p(y)dy (1)
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Figure 2. The proposed CapsNet model. The Pafy layers refer to the denoising patch-and-amplify layers and Conv
refers to the convolutional layer.

Where p is one image Ω ⊂ R2, x ∈ Ω, Ga is a kernel of standard deviation that is Gaussian, b and i are

refining parameters, and C(m) =
∫
Ω
e− (Gb∗|p(m+.)−p(n+.)|2(0)

i2 d(z) is the standardizing element where m, n are
pixels.

The last step involves the splitting of the images into two halves. Each of these image halves is passed
through a branch of the network each comprising of a convolutional neural network, two Gabor layers, and two
amplify layers. The denoising amplify layers are just a modified version of the denoising patch-and-amplify
algorithm that omits the patch function. Both the convolutional neural network and the Gabor layers extract
and preprocess features. Each branch of the network submits its batch of feature maps to an add layer that
performs concatenation of the batch of feature maps. The aim of the add layer is to submit a stack of uniform
feature maps to the primary capsule layer for coupling based on feature similarity. The primary capsule layer
comprises of several capsules each attaches itself with features coming from the add layer. A capsule refers to
a class of neurons whose vector values represent an entity of parts of an entity. Capsules ui in the primary
capsule layer, is transformed using weights wij to generate prediction vectors ûi|j (eqn 2).

ûi|j = ui.wij (2)

Each prediction vector predicts the capsule in the class capsule layer. The strength of the prediction
determines the level of similarity that exists between these two capsules. Coupling coefficients (cij) are
calculated to assist in confirming the prediction and are updated by an iterative dynamic routing process. The
coupling coefficients are generated by passing some log prior logits bij through a SoftMax activation function
(eqn 3).

cij =
exp(bij)∑
k exp(bik)

(3)
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The log priors can be referred to as learnable weights. Each capsule in the class capsule layer can be
predicted by more than one capsule. Therefore, a weighted sum over all the prediction vector needs to be
calculated (eqn 4) for each capsule (sj) in the class capsule layer. The result is then squashed using a non-
linear squashing function (eqn 5). The aim of the squashing is to shrink short vectors to almost zero and long
vectors to slightly below 1.

sj =
∑
i

cij ûi|j (4)

vj =
||sj ||2

1 + ||sj ||2
sj

||sj ||
(5)

Where vj is the vector output and sj is the total input of a capsule in the class capsule layer.

3.4. Dataset description and preprocessing

Kvasir-V2 [13] is made up of 8000 colored images of size 1024x1024 apportioned into eight classes. Five classes
were used for the experiment reported in this article. The selection was based on the fact that some of the
images shared similar characteristics. The classes selected were esophagitis, polyps, ulcerative colitis, normal-
pylorus, and normal-cecum. The images in these classes were resized to 32 × 32 × 3 and reapportioned to 80:20
leave-out approach.
Fashion-MNIST [14] consists of 70,000 grayscale images of size 28x28. It comprises ten classes: 0: T-shirt, 1:
trousers, 2: pullover, 3: dress, 4: coat, 5: sandals, 6: shirt, 7: sneakers, 8: bags, and 9: ankle boot.
CIFAR-10 [15] is made up of 60,000 colored images each of size 32x32. It comprises ten classes: 0:airplane, 1:
automobile, 2: bird, 3: cat, 4: deer, 5: dog, 6: frog, 7: horse, 8: ship, and 9: truck.

3.5. Experimental settings
The proposed model was designed, developed, and implemented on a 64-bit Windows machine with 8 gigabyte
read access memory. The model was trained on a Nvidia GeForce 1060 graphic processing unit with 8 gigabytes
read access memory. All codes for training and evaluation were written in Keras with TensorFlow backend.
The code at 2 was modified for the experiments. The batch size is set to 100, the learning rate is set to 0.001,
and epochs are set to 200. The margin loss is adopted in this work.

4. Results and discussion
This section presents the performance of the proposed model on three datasets, namely, Kvasir-V2, Fashion-
MNIST, and CIFAR 10. We present the training curves and confusion matrix. Several ablation tasks are
performed on the proposed model to test for robustness and generalizability. Furthermore, diverse visualizations
are explored to make the results of the proposed model understandable.

4.1. Experimental curves
Figure 3 presents plots of the experimental curves for the Kvasir-V2 dataset. The proposed model achieved an
accuracy of 96.80% while the baseline model achieved 83.50% recognition accuracy. The experimental curves

2Xigenfu Guo (2018). Capsule Network code [online]. Website https://github.com/XifengGuo/CapsNet-Keras [accessed 25
August 2023]
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of the proposed model show smoother curves signifying the robust nature of the network. These smooth
curves signify that the proposed model can handle the complexity that exists in the Kvasir-v2 dataset. The
baseline model, on the other hand, shows continuous spikes signifying the negative impact of the existing data
complexity and the weakness of the model to handle these complexities thereby affecting the overall recognition
accuracy. Figure 4 presents the confusion matrix of the proposed model evaluated on the Kvasir-V2 dataset.
Table 1 presents an in-depth analysis of the confusion matrix (Figure 4). The values under the true positive,
false positive, false negative, and true negative represent the total number of images that fulfill the column
title criteria. The precision, sensitivity, and specificity values depict the confidence of the proposed model in
correctly or wrongly classifying an image. In Figure 4 and Table 1, considering the per-class accuracy and the
other parameters (thus, precision, sensitivity, and specificity) it can be observed that the proposed model is
good at identifying esophagitis disease compared to the normal pylorus.

Figure 3. Accuracy and loss curves of the proposed and baseline models. This shows the train and test accuracies and
losses of each model at every epoch.

Table 1. Confusion matrix analysis of the proposed model trained with the Kvasir-V2 dataset. TP = true positive, FP
= false positive, FN = false negative and TN = true negative.

Class TP FN FP TN Precision Sensitivity Specificity Class per Accuracy
Esophagitis 195 5 2 798 0.990 0.975 0.998 0.993

Normal-cecum 192 8 6 794 0.970 0.960 0.993 0.986
Normal-pylorus 196 4 12 788 0.952 0.960 0.985 0.984

Polyps 192 3 8 797 0.960 0.985 0.990 0.989
Ulcerative-colitis 193 7 3 797 0.985 0.965 0.997 0.990

4.2. Ablation studies
Ablation study involves the pruning of some portion of a model and evaluating the performance compared to
the performance of the unpruned model to assess the robustness of the model. In this work, the denoising
amplify layers, the GaborConv layers and some of the convolutional layers are pruned for analysis. The analysis
is extended to the other benchmark datasets (Fashion-MNIST and CIFAR 10). From the ablation analysis
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(Table 2), it was observed that the removal of any of the denoising amplify layers, pafy layers and GaborConv
layers affect the performance of the proposed model negatively. This analysis depicts that the existence of these
layers in the network of the proposed model contributes massively to its performance.

Figure 4. Confusion matrix of the proposed model trained with the Kvasir-V2 dataset.

Table 2. Ablation study of the proposed model. “-“ refers to the removal of a layer.

Layers Accuracy (%)
Layers Kvasir-V2 Fashion-MNIST Cifar-10

-All Pafy layers 91.80 90.78 75.65
-Denoising amplify layer 1 - GaborConv 1 92.35 92.09 81.90

-Conv1 96.10 94.67 84.05
-Conv2, -Denoising amplify layer 3 93.67 92.05 82.90
-Conv1, -Denoising amplify layer 1 93.90 92.10 81.29

-GaborConv4, -Denoising amplify layer 4 92.87 91.99 82.33
-Denoising amplify layer 3, - GaborConv 3 92.94 92.12 82.78

-Conv2 95.99 94.93 84.20

4.3. Number of parameters analysis
Currently, the deep learning terrain is moving towards deployment. This, therefore, requires the development
of lightweight models for installation on devices with low memory such as microcontroller boards, smartphones,
and many more. Development of models with low memory will encourage their deployment and usage as most
state-of-the-art models [16] in deep learning is known to have a huge number of parameters[17],[11]. In this work,
the first capsule network model with dynamic routing is implemented as a baseline model, and its performance
is compared to the proposed model in terms of parameters and size in memory in the domain of Gastrointestinal
diseases, Fashion-MNIST, and CIFAR 10. From the comparison, we observe that the proposed model produces
a smaller number of parameters and occupies less space compared to the baseline model (see Table 3).
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Table 3. Number of parameters analysis.

Dataset Number of parameters (million) Size in Memory (MB)
Dataset Proposed Model Baseline Model Proposed Model Baseline Model
Kvasir-V2 3.65 8.7 13.25 33.40

Fashion-MNIST 2.07 7.4 8.67 28.79
CIFAR 10 4.20 10.4 15.70 37.65

4.4. Visualizations analysis
For a deep learning model to qualify for real-life testing, it needs to be a white box. Most deep learning models are
said to be black box models. This makes it difficult to tell what goes on inside the model and how predictions are
made. In literature, several methods are used to achieve interpretability in deep learning models. Mathematical
models, Activation maps, and many more are some examples of interpretability techniques employed to give
clarity to the modeler and users of the deep learning model. In this work, the visualization part of interpretability
is explored to assist in making the proposed model open, its prediction understood and further evaluate its
performance. For a modeler to understand if a model has enough knowledge of the domain area, the clusters
produced at the class capsule layers need to be analyzed. In Figure 5 the clusters produced by the proposed
model on each dataset are very compact and have fewer outliners compared to clusters produced by the baseline
model. This depicts a model that has learned the needed knowledge in the application domain. It also shows
that the proposed model can distinctively classify between features. This characteristic leads to the achievement
of high accuracy and makes the model an essential assistant to a gastroenterologist. The next visualization area
is the reconstruction domain of CapsNet. The CapsNet algorithm has a decoder layer that has a responsibility
of regenerating the input image and makes predictions based on these regenerated images. Figure 6 presents
the regenerated images alongside their predictions. The proposed CapsNet network out of ten predictions got
8 correct and 2 wrong while the baseline model out of ten predictions got 5 correct and 5 wrong (see Figure 6).
The ability of the decoder layer to clearly reproduce the input images and attain a good number of predictions
shows a model with enough domain knowledge.

4.5. Comparison with literature
In Table 4, the performance of the proposed model is compared to the state-of-the-art models in the literature in
the domain of Gastrointestinal diseases, Fashion-MNIST, and CIFAR 10. The following works [19, 21, 25] were
focused on modifying some parameters (such as the activation vectors) in their routing algorithms whereas the
proposed model focuses on enhancing the encoder layer to facilitate the extraction of features, removal of noise
(feature enhancement), and amplification of relevant features. The modifications implemented in the encoder
layer improve the performance of the proposed model on the Fashion-MNIST dataset and the Kvasir-V2 dataset
(thus, the Gastrointestinal disease dataset). Modification of the encoder layer aims to prevent the increase in
the number of parameters. Though we experimented on Capsule Network with dynamic routing, we, however,
extended our comparison to other CapsNet models with different routing algorithms.
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(a) proposed model-Kvasir and baseline model-Kvasir.

(c) proposed model-Fashion-MNIST and baseline model- Fashion-MNIST.

.
(e)proposed model-CIFAR 10 and baseline model- CIFAR 10

Figure 5. Clusters generated at the class capsule layer of the proposed and baseline model. Each color represents a
class and each data point in the clusters represents the features extracted.
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Figure 6. Reconstructed images of the proposed models. The reconstructed images are produced by the decoder layer
of the proposed model.

Table 4. Comparison analysis with the state-of-the-art in the literature. “*” is used to replace unavailable values.

Method Cifar-10 Fashion-MNIST Kvasir-V2
Baseline model[5] 61.78 90.18 83.50

Denoising CapsNet[10] 84.57 94.93 94.16
Gabor Preprocessing blocks[12] 85.24 94.78 91.50

RS-CapsNet[18] 89.81 93.51 *
Max-Min[19] 75.92 92.07 *

ResCapsNet[20] 78.50 * *
Quaternion CapsNet [21] 82.21 90.26 *

MS-CapsNet[22] 75.70 92.70 *
STAR-CapsNet[23] 91.23 * *
Fsc-CapsNet[24] 78.73 93.58 *
Fast Inference [25] 70.33 91.52 *
Proposed model 85.50 95.10 96.80

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a variant Capsule network termed Denoising patch-and-amplify Gabor capsule network is pro-
posed. The proposed model leverages the benefits of patching, Gabor filter, and feature amplification to enable
the learning of meaningful hierarchical information. This makes the proposed model perform comparable well
with literature. The proposed model achieved recognition accuracy of 85.50% on the Cifar10 dataset, 95.10%
on the fashion-MNIST dataset, and 96.80% on the Kvasir-v2 datasets. The proposed model is scalable and
adaptable for domains with smaller datasets like health. In future, the concept of uncertainty, and the human-
in-the-loop will be incorporated into the proposed model and deployed.
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